Optimal growth schedule of pathogens within a host: switching between lytic and latent cycles.
We have studied the optimal growth schedule of a pathogen, which maximizes the total number of transmissions from an infected host to other individuals until host death or recovery. It is assumed that both transmission rate f(N) and host mortality increase with the number of pathogens, N. The model predicts that the optimal growth schedule of pathogens strongly depends on the curvature of f(N): If f(N) increases faster than linearly with N, the pathogens should always reproduce at the maximum speed. By contrast, if f(N) saturates with N, the optimal schedule is composed of (1) a brief initial stage of infection, in which the pathogens proliferate at the maximum speed (productive cycle), (2) followed by the long latent period with the "stationary infection level," N* (latent cycle), (3) which may end when the pathogens start rapid proliferation triggered either by the host's senescence ("programmed break") or by the sudden rise in the host's mortality ("incidental break"). The latter may be caused by the double infection of another strain. We also examine the Nash equilibrium schedule of pathogen growth in the presence of multiple infections.